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Jason Lin, who was born in Pinnan, Guangxi, majors in foreign economy and has 20-year-experience
in significant international projects and bidding.
In 1990s，Jason Lin worked in key provincial-level Chinese state-owned trading companies and was
assigned to Egypt and other Middle East countries.He stayed in theses nations in long periods and he
is responsible for establishing overseas branches.
At the end of 1990s, Jason Lin invested to found own-brand enterprise --- TOPSUN Group and water
meter and cast iron pipe manufacturing and research base. He led and organized Chinese industrial
resources to participate in bidding and infrastructure projects of large government and military
enterprises in Egypt, Syria , Iraq, Jordan and other Middle-East nations for a long time. Based on
these experiences, Jason Lin specialized in investment and cooperation among multinational
enterprise as well as international trade and global resources allocation.
Jason Lin has been concentrating on Internet and high-tech industry investment since 2007. He
successfully invested and developed BBQ software, which is based on global networks and project
database. On the base of BBQ software, Jason Lin founded global human resources and project
platform --- BBQ Global Connection.
Main experiences：
 In 1993，he took charge of chief representative of Middle East busuiness of Guangxi Machinery
Equipment Import and Export Corporation.
 In1998, he invested fund to found TOPSUN Machinery Equipment Limited Liability Company.
 In 2000，he established TOPSUN Group，whose headquarter is located in Zhuhai, Guangdong,
China.
TOPSUN Group is the first batch of Chinese private investment companies that obtain import and
export rights. By invesing China pipeline manufacturing base and participating in overseas industry
competition for nearly 20 years, TOPSUN Group explores a group operation model and accumulate
enriched multinational investment and cooperation experiences. What’s more, TOPSUN Group
establishes industrial cooperation relationship with the military, government and private businesses

in the United States, Egypt, Syria ,Jordan, Lebanon and other Arab and North American countries in
terms of major bidding projects, which makes TOPSUN a renowned brand.

 In 2007, Jason Lin realized that traditional resource consuming industries are confronted to risks
and the world faces change of global Internet era. Consequently, he decided to shift his
investment focus from traditional industries to capital allocation investment strategy, which
combines real economy with virtual economy.

After 10 years’practices and model research，Jason Lin
successfully accessed into high-tech and global internet
investment area.Moreover, he led his team to develop
and operate O2O big resources platform of global
human resources database and experts database --BBQ Global Connection.



In 2015, BBQ Global Connection has already held more than 1,000 global summit and forum,
which accumulates global resources to form strong base of BBQ big resources: network and
experts bank. That is to say global premium network resources of BBQ Global Connection has
covered 5 five continents.

BBQ Global Connection insists on the investment mind of “develop business by using concept of
public interest, develop public interest by using concept of business” and continue to explore and
practice global public interest and continuous business development. BBQ Global Connection has
acquired high mutual trust and recognition from governments, Chambers of commerce, international
organizations, public interest groups, research institutions, universities, celebrities, investment elites,
grassroots youth, small and medium entrepreneurs. BBQ Global Connection will create a win-win
investment philosophy and financial model by cooperating and not gaming with global network of
resources.

